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Bohdan Medwidsky, a community activist and professor who pioneered the study of Ukrainian culture at the University of Alberta, died on March 28
in the COVID-19 ward at the Grey Nuns Community ...
Bohdan Medwidsky, champion of Ukrainian culture in Edmonton, dies of COVID-19
From possessed dolls and Bloody Mary to the Bunny Man and the Jersey Devil, here are the origins of 18 famous scary stories.
The Real Origins of 18 Scary Stories
The late tragicomedy is about surviving unimaginable loss – which makes a new RSC production perfect for our Covid-damaged moment ...
The Winter’s Tale: Shakespeare’s unsettling vision of life after a plague
A 17th-century painting by Salvator Rosa leaves little room for doubt. Witches At Their Incantations features an elderly woman in the ...
The witch myth
Community plays an important part, and it will eventually define if India’s sci-fi movement and its proponents survive the struggles of everyday life
to leave small, but intriguing legacies of wonder ...
History of Indian science fiction: How the genre, rooted in mythology and science, has evolved over the years
Another book project, Performing Folklore: Syncretism and Storytelling in Nikolai Gogol's Ukrainian Tales, traces how the performative aspects of live
storytelling techniques permeate Gogol's writing ...
Suk-Young Kim
Featuring some of the best storytellers, local talent and stories written by children during ... s popular animations which focus on local folklore,
legends and cultural heritage, but seek to ...
Children’s stories kick off lit fest
When the glam and gorgeousness of the Eurovision Song Contest hits Rotterdam in May, 39 acts will be going for glory.
Meet the artists of Eurovision 2021
The Tigers will seal the League One title this weekend if they can better Peterborough's against Lincoln City at London Road ...
Hull City dreaming of fitting KCOM Stadium finale on strangest of weekends
Pressed for his view on campaigns like Rhodes Must Fall, aimed at removing statues of "imperialist" British politician Cecil Rhodes in Cape Town and
Oriel College, Oxford, and the current fashion ...
Wilbur Smith: Why am I still writing at 88? To find out what happens next!
Since April, India has been witnessing a surge in Covid-19 infections with the country seeing over 3 lakh fresh cases of Covid-19 daily. Amid this
massive surge, which has caused a visible strain on ...
How India's second Covid wave started, what went wrong, and what can be done: Top virologist answers
vast and connected to a literary universe that is not yet complete – the show became so intoxicatingly ubiquitous that fan folklore, too, grew ever
more detailed. Stories about the production ...
How dragons and zombies became prestige TV
That’s why there are so many different myths and fairy tales about people searching for ... including Harvard, Oxford, and MIT, and its scientific
advisory board includes eight Nobel Laureates.
Most Anti Aging Products Don’t Work. But You Can Learn How to Age Better.
We bring you the latest news and reaction as the fallout from the collapse of the proposed European Super League continues ...
European Super League: anger grows over failed breakaway plans – live!
According to folklore, it originated when a Cuban man ... Unlike the collar of an oxford shirt, a Cuban collar has almost no structure, and is designed
to be worn with at least one button undone ...
15 Cuban collar shirts to keep you cool all Summer long (in more ways than one)
We bring you the latest news and reaction as the fallout from the collapse of the proposed European Super League continues ...
Uefa’s Ceferin says Super League sides will ‘suffer consequences’ – live!
folklore studies, as well as South- and Southeast Asian cultures, comparative religion, mythology and Sufism. “I have published poetry, drama as
well as short stories. I’ve done a translation ...
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